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Radiant Floor Research
Offers New, Hard Data

Our Best
Opportunity
by John Vastyan

by Lawrence Drake

I

n 1999, Kansas State University
schedule due to construction delays and
was awarded a contract to do
student commitments. A revised
an ASHRAE research project endorsed
completion date was set for March 15,
by the RPA. The project included the
2001. KSU is planning to present the
support of
final report to
equipment
ASHRAE on Septemfrom several
ber 1, 2001.
RPA member
The good news
manufacturers.
is that the actual
The purpose is
validation testing is
to test various
complete. A recording
radiant floor
computer is stuffed
structures and
with data from dozens
develop an
of sensors that were
algorithm, or
embedded in floors,
mathematical
walls, and ceilings, and
Kansas State University professor, Kirby
procedure, for
suspended at various
Chapman, at the controls of the radiant floor
accurately
levels within the test
heating test chamber.
predicting the
chamber built specifiperformance of a wide range of radiant
cally for the research project. The
floors. The project’s official name is:
chamber was constructed with a crawl
“Develop Simplified Methodology to
space under the floor so that radiant
Determine the Surface Heat Transfer
heating tubes could be applied in
Rates from Radiant Conduits.” As the
different configurations. Due to
initiator and member of the monitoring
ASHRAE budget restraints, testing was
committee, I recently visited with
limited to six configurations:
Professor Kirby Chapman at KSU’s
• tube suspended in the joist space
engineering laboratories.
• tube stapled to the subfloor with
The research project is behind
insulation held 2" below the tube
• tubing stapled to the
subfloor with insulation
pushed up tight
• and the same thing
repeated using aluminum
plates.
The test chamber walls
are cooled with chilled air
ducted in the wall cavity
between the wall studs. This allows the
interior chamber walls to simulate 0˚ F
outdoor temperatures. Two test series
were conducted. One measured the
heat output of the floor at a given water
temperature, while the other measured
The chamber records data from thermocouples
the recovery time from a cold start to
place strategically throughout the floor
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ast month, Dan Holohan shared his
opinion on the state of the
hydronics industry in the U.S. today.
Another key source of insight comes
from someone many of us have given
“guru” status to, This Old House celebrity, author and master plumber, Rich
Trethewey. According to Rich, the
hydronics industry has, at last, moved
back into the consciousness of mainstream America. But, not long ago, it
was in peril. “Radiant heat saved the
industry from extinction, and the
emergence of
hydro-air has
now added an
extra push,” he
said. “Water is,
after all, the
ultimate transfer
medium. And, if
fuel prices
Richard Trethewey
continue to
shares his perspective
climb, use of
water systems – especially low temperature radiant – will gain popularity.”
But he has concerns. If the
traditional, mostly replacement hydronic business can be seen as the
highway, he sees two different roads
where the industry gains speed, then
splits. One road veers under the sign
“Low Temperature Zealots.” Here, we
find exuberance, expertise on tap, with
installations characterized by weatherresponsive controls and oxygen-barrier
tubing with careful attention to heat
transfer. The other road, with a sign
that reads, “Don’t worry, Be happy, Take
it while we can,” is strewn with pieces of
non-PEX, non-barrier pipe, and leads to
homes and businesses with no controls
or mixing valves where piping is spaced
wide, with no transfer medium, and a
water heater that’s “whacking away at
200 degrees.”
continued on page 7
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steady state. While I can’t reveal results
prior to official release by ASHRAE, it’s
clear from the data that aluminum
plates make a significant difference in
improving heat transfer, as does the
placement of insulation in the joist
space. The solid data from this study
will certainly reduce the many sources
of controversy about the operational
efficiency of these applications.
The final outcome of the study
will be a method of accurately predicting and comparing the heat transfer
rates of radiant floor systems, from slabon-grade to engineered floor panels.
We also hope for the possibility of
actually testing and rating various floor
structures and products installed as
recommended by the manufacturers.
This would leverage great credibility
among consumers and help to temper
the claims of overzealous salespeople.
There are a few things that make
the KSU test less than ideal. Because of
the need for a crawl space, the floor-toceiling height is only about five feet.
Also, board insulation was used as joist
space insulation rather than the more
typical fiberglass batting. This leaves an
air gap the depth of the tube when the
insulation is pushed up tight. Professor
Chapman readily agreed that any
further testing will be made with a
standard ceiling height, and batt
insulation.
Although time will tell, I feel that
this research marks the beginning of a
new chapter in the history of radiant
heating systems. From here the industry will develop accountability and
verification procedures. These can only
improve both our image and our
products. It comes at a time when we
are on the edge of a “green” building
movement to maximize our natural
resources and create indoor environments that are healthier to live in.
Radiant heating has many of the
answers. All we’ve really needed is the
hard data to support our claims. Yes,
the industry is growing up!

Royal Flush:
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possible. Use only those glycols blended
for closed-loop hydronic applications!
Don’t fall for the story that you can use
automotive anti freeze mixes. They’re
blended for to an entirely different set of
criteria. Once again, the blending-in of
water is important. Dow and other
glycol producers will ship premixed
solutions (they use distilled water) that
give you exactly the level of antifreeze
protection you want.
I think it’s a good idea to check
these glycol systems yearly. Mark
Eatherton gives a birth certificate with
each of his systems. Yearly, birthday
cards follow. Good time to suggest a
check up. Keep a clip board nearby to
record findings. Always indicate on the
boiler as to what type of fluid you’re
circulating. Use a magic marker or have
some stickers made up. Make it easy for
the next guy.
There are also hydronic system
corrosion inhibitors available, less anti
freeze. Check with the tubing and boiler
manufactures if you decide to go
this route. Boilers with aluminum heat
Best Opportunity:
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Fortunately, says Rich, there’s
movement toward synergy between the
many hydronics industry players. Many
seem to be saying, “This is truly our best
opportunity. Let’s make it work.”
Trethewey adds that there’s reason
for concern at the entry level. “There’s
so little new talent, and even less
passion for the craft. This could be a
serious problem for industry: you can’t
make a product without the parts. As
new construction opens opportunities,
while at the same time our older stock
of homes scream for renovation and
improvement, we face a terrible paradox. We need people. Getting them
from traditional sources, trade schools,
hasn’t worked too well. Maybe it’s time
we take a close look at re-tooling
middle-agers looking for a new opportunity. It’s just not happening at the
guidance counselor level.” Know of
anyone?
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exchangers, for example, may need
special products. I think many boilers
die an early death due to lack of adequate start-up cleaning, poor water
quality, and lack of periodic check ups.
A system that continually takes on
make-up water due to a pinhole leak
will come back to bite you, too. I know
this is a hot topic, but I feel that a low
water cutoff is a must, and I prefer to
leave the fill valve off after the first week
or so of operation. How else will you
know if you have a small leak, or a nail
in the tube rusting away?

Calling for help
Most manufactures have 800
numbers for over-the-phone tech help.
Many have web sites with help available. Over the course of my career I’ve
had an overwhelmingly positive experience in dealing with tech help folks.
Keep in mind it’s not like calling Onstar.
You may not get through immediately
to someone that knows who you are,
where you are, and why you’re calling.
The way you approach them has a lot to
do with the response you get. If you call
and say “This piece of (junk) boiler,
pump, control, etc. … you sold me
doesn’t work,” take a flying guess what
type of reception you’ll get. Even if
that’s the case try something like: “Do
you have a minute to help me through a
problem I’m having with this boiler,
pump, control, etc. ….” Trust me on
this one. They don’t like problems any
more than you do. A little diplomacy
goes a long way. As does a thank you.
Maybe some candy or flowers (OK, just
kidding).
Also, consider email correspondence so you’ll have a copy of the
discussion. That way, if you or someone
else in your company were to have the
same problem again, you’d have a quick
record of how to solve it. It’s not
unusual to hang up and forget an
important detail or trick you may have
discussed in a quick, detail-laden
conversation.
Treat your systems right and they’ll
thank you with years of faithful service.

